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Introduction
The aim of this scheme of work is to allow the students to explore various stimuli 
and then let them choose the one that they feel has the most potential. Following 
this, they will develop a piece of devised work for their exam. It is aimed at the 
Edexcel GCSE, but will suit other specifications with little adaptation. As part of 
this component students must complete a portfolio that answers the following 
questions:

 f What was your initial response to the stimuli and what were the intentions of 
the piece?

 f What work did your group do in order to explore the stimuli and start to create 
ideas for performance?

 f What were some of the significant moments during the development process 
and when rehearsing and refining your work?

 f How did you consider genre, structure, character, form, style, and language 
throughout the process?

 f How effective was your contribution to the final performance?
 f Were you successful in what you set out to achieve?

Lesson 1: Introduction to devising theatre
Success criteria

 f Explore the idea of devising theatre
 f Evaluate the effectiveness of each scene created, listing the pros and cons of 
each idea

 f Choose one idea to explore further.

Starter
In groups of 3-6 (these should be the final exam groups, either chosen by the 
teacher or by the class, depending on your students), choose one of the starting 
points listed below. Spend 10 minutes coming up with as many ideas as possible. 
Try not to be too clever!

 f Teenage drinking
 f Phobia
 f The big blue
 f A question of trust
 f Homeless youth
 f Chemical escape.

Main content
Discuss: How many of your ideas are original?

Is there such a thing as original theatre? Discuss as a whole class.

The exam
To be successful in this exam:

 f Complete masses of research in preparation for the work you are creating
 f Keep a working diary of key decisions, ideas that are developed or discarded
 f Keep notes on each of the portfolio questions to help focus your notes further
 f Use all lesson and rehearsal time effectively to create an engaging and 
stunning piece of theatre.

Marking structure:
 f 50 per cent is research and development (portfolio)
 f 25 per cent is for the performance
 f 25 per cent is for evaluation (portfolio).
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Exploration

 f Choose one of the starting points that you have discussed
 f Develop into a piece of theatre ensuring that you a have a clear beginning/
middle/end

 f Ensure that the content you include is essential
 f Performance and evaluation of work – what worked?

Plenary
Come up with 5 rules that you must follow when creating devised work and 
working as a group.

Lesson 2: Stimuli 1
Success criteria

 f Explore the stimuli of the photo
 f Use structure in interesting ways to develop an original piece of theatre
 f Evaluate the effectiveness of the stimuli and structure.

Starter
Discuss this image (see link opposite). Who is the person in the picture? What is 
their story?

Create a still image that captures your chosen theme based on the image.

Main content
In exam groups, develop the still image into a stylised scene using choral work, 
followed by performance of scenes with evaluation.

 f What was effective about the work seen?
 f What skills did we see used?
 f Were the skills used effectively?
 f How was the piece structured?

Plenary
Evaluate the effectiveness of this stimulus. Is this something that could be used 
as a starting point for your play?

Lesson 3: Stimuli 2
Success criteria

 f Explore the stimuli of notorious murderer Ed Gein through exploration of Fear 
and Evil

 f Use structure in interesting ways to develop an original piece of theatre
 f Evaluate the effectiveness of the stimuli and structure

Starter
Discuss the story. What themes stand out to you? See link opposite.

Create a still image that captures something from the story.
Performance of images – what was effective?

Main content
Create a scene that captures how you can show Fear and Evil with no dialogue 
– this should not be a mimed scene, but a scene in which there is no speech 
as someone is too scared to talk and the evil person doesn’t want to talk. They 
must consider how they will use the other members of their cast, e.g. creating a 
soundscape.

As a group, create a choral scene where a murder takes place. This may be 
that one person is a murderer and the others are acting out, in choral, what is 
happening to them, almost like puppets.

Add narration into the scene through either the murderer or the victims.
Performance of work, followed by discussion on what was effective about the 

performance.

Plenary
Evaluate the effectiveness of this stimulus. Is this something that could be used 
as a starting point for your play?

https://pamirtimes.net/wp-content/
uploads/2016/08/child-abuse-770x470.
png

Still image: A frozen picture; a freeze 
frame.

https://allthatsinteresting.com/edward-
gein

Soundscape: Layers of noise to create 
a collage of sound, this can be used as 
background noise.
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Lesson 4: Stimuli 3
Success criteria

 f Explore the stimuli of the Columbine High School massacre
 f Use structure in interesting ways to develop an original piece of theatre
 f Evaluate the effectiveness of the stimuli and structure.

Starter
Discuss this video. What themes stand out to you?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0ybj7TAxhc
Create a still image which captures your chosen theme.

Main content: Development
Develop your still image into a scene that uses at least 2 of the following skills:

 f Split stage
 f Symbol
 f Soliloquy
 f Freeze-frame
 f Audience aside
 f Cross-cutting.

Performance of scenes with evaluation:
 f What was effective about the work seen?
 f What skills did we see used?
 f Were the skills used effectively?
 f How was the piece structured?

Plenary
Evaluate the effectiveness of this stimulus. Is this something that could be used 
as a starting point for your play?

Lessons 5–6: Choose your stimuli
Success criteria

 f Practically explore their chosen stimuli in at least 3 ways, using research to 
inspire ideas

 f Evaluate the effectiveness of each scene created, listing the pros and cons of 
each idea

 f Choose one idea to explore further in the following lesson.

Starter
Discuss stimuli and which one they feel has the most potential. Why?

Which themes stand out to them at the moment? Why? Ask groups to ensure 
that they can justify their reason.

In their groups ask them to come up with three ideas that they could create 
that brings out their chosen theme. They must be able to link it to the stimuli.

Main content: Initial exploration
 f Create a still image which captures idea 1
 f Create a still image which captures idea 2
 f Create a still image which captures idea 3.

In groups, discuss and decide on which still image has the most potential to 
develop into a story.

Use cross-cutting to create a flashback and flash-forward, using their chosen still 
image as their present scene.

Now discuss in groups: What did you learn about your story and your 
characters?

Explain that at this stage it is all exploration and links to portfolio questions of 
exploring the stimuli and initial ideas.

Plenary
In groups discuss the following questions:

 f What was your initial response to the stimuli and what were the intentions of 
the piece?

 f What work did your group do in order to explore the stimuli and start to create 
ideas for performance?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Lesson 7: Target audience
Success criteria

 f List features of what makes a well-structured performance
 f Decide on your target audience, fully justifying your choice
 f Decide on an initial aim for your performance
 f Write an initial plot/content and begin to develop your play using this as a format.

Starter
Discuss all live theatre that they have seen, and list all of the features that make a 
piece of theatre work. Hopefully students will highlight the following:

 f Structure
 f Introduction to characters
 f Characterisation
 f Skills and techniques
 f Styles
 f Audience appropriateness.

Main content
Explain that this lesson they will be considering their target audience. Their 
audience will likely consist of friends and family, but they will still need to 
state who their target audience is. The following questions are a guide to their 
planning:

 f Is the age or gender of your audience specific?
 f What are the audience’s expectations?
 f Have they any prior knowledge of your topic?
 f What type of theatre does your audience normally see?
 f What are their primary concerns?
 f Will your audience be offended by the topic?
 f Do you want to shock, instruct, amuse or enlighten your audience?
 f Will the venue have an effect on the reception of your audience?

Plot/content
In their working groups students must now make the following decisions:

 f Who is your target audience
 f What is your overall aim
 f What is your plot/content (beginning/middle/end).

Give groups time to plan their play; this will probably take a whole lesson. The 
plot/content will probably consist of more than three scenes, with the beginning/
middle/end being split into various different scenes.

Explain that at this stage it is just planning; things will change and adapt as 
the piece develops, as might their aim.

Plenary
Create 3 still images to capture the beginning/middle/end of their initial idea.

Lesson 8: Opening scene
Success criteria

 f Practically explore an idea developed within last lesson, experimenting with 
the potential opening of your piece

 f Consider the skills that could be effective to realise this idea in performance 
through 3 contrasting openings

 f Evaluate the effectiveness of this idea and its potential to create an engaging 
piece of drama.

Starter
Recap on the idea that they planned last lesson with the key focus on the 
‘beginning’ of their play.

Main content
Discussion: What makes a good opening? Discuss the importance of a good play 
having an opening catch, something that engages the audience immediately. 
I always give The Woman in Black and Blood Brothers as examples.

Explain that in their groups they will be creating 3 alternative opening scenes 
for their ‘beginning’. Encourage them to try using different styles/skills in each 
opening.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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In groups, evaluate the effectiveness of these openings. Which has the most 

dramatic potential? Why?

Plenary
Teacher chooses one of the opening scenes that have been created – performance 
to the class. Audience to evaluate what impact it has on the audience, considering 
the discussion in the starter.

Lessons 9 - 12: Rehearsal and development
Success criteria

 f Develop plot and content of a piece of theatre, demonstrating your 
understanding of the technique

 f Explain your aims and intentions and how these relate to your target audience
 f Evaluate the success of the opening scene.

Starter
Discussion: Does the opening scene that they created last lesson change any 
other element of their play? Review the plot/content that they have planned and 
make any necessary changes.

Main content: Development
Groups should be given time to develop their play and work through some of their 
scenes (these do not need to be in order). While working on this, they should try 
to experiment with different styles and using as many of the following skills as 
possible:

 f Direct audience address
 f Freeze-frame
 f Cross-cutting
 f Narration
 f Choral speech
 f Ensemble movement
 f Marking the moment
 f Puppetry
 f Mime
 f Symbol
 f Soliloquy
 f Split stage
 f Choral work
 f Dance.

Plenary
Groups to go back to their plot/content sheet – what has changed?

Have the groups consider the following question: What were some of the 
significant moments during the development process and when rehearsing and 
refining your work?

Lesson 13: Social, cultural, historical 
and political context
Success criteria

 f Identify how you are communicating the period that your play is set
 f Explore different ways to highlight the SCHP context of your piece to the 
audience.

Starter
Introduce the idea of a historical setting for a play, and how this can be 
communicated through simple references. Give Blood Brothers and DNA as an 
example. Social media and mobile phones are a huge part of our lives; if DNA 
were set now, would there be more links to mobile phones and social media?

As a group, discuss what time period their play is set in. They should think 
about what they are trying to show and if the time period impacts this. All 
students must be able to justify their choice.

While groups are working, move 
around the room continuously giving 
suggestions and advice; spotlight any 
exemplar scenes to the class.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Main content: Historical setting
Introduce the idea of social/historical/cultural and political context. Explain 
that groups need to consider their historical setting and how this setting can be 
communicated to the audience through other aspects such as music, political 
references, etc.

 f Historically when is your piece set?
 f What was/is the culture like at the point your play is set? Will this affect 
choices you make in music, costume, set?

 f Were/are there social conventions or political pressures that you need to 
consider in your piece?

 f Or is the opposite true? Do you want to deliberately set out to make a point, to 
challenge or even shock?

Ask groups to develop a new scene considering how they can highlight their 
social/historical/cultural and political context in the scene. This scene should be 
key to creating communicating this. Elements that may help:

 f Music
 f Costume
 f Props
 f Historical references.

Plenary
Each group explains to the class how they are bringing out the historical setting in 
their scene.

Group discussion: Do they need to make any changes to the rest of their play 
now that they have chosen the historical setting?

Have the groups consider the following question: How did you consider genre, 
structure, character, form, style, and language throughout the process?

Lesson 14: Stimuli influence
Success criteria

 f Justify how your practical work has been influenced by the stimuli
 f Develop your scenes to bring out the intentions for each scene, explaining what 
the intention is and why you have chosen it.

 f Evaluate how successfully your piece currently communicates your aims and 
intentions for the piece to your audience.

Starter
Ask groups to review their initial aim. Has it changed?

Ask: What is the difference between an intention and an aim?

Main content
Groups are to use this lesson to create a new scene that is influenced by the 
stimuli in some way. Ways to consider:

 f Form
 f Structure
 f Character
 f Dialogue
 f Themes/issues and ideas.

Ask groups to perform their scenes with evaluation from audience. They should 
explain the intention of the scene, and how it links into the overall aim.

Group discussion based on the following question: What work did your group 
do in order to explore the stimuli and start to create ideas for performance?

Plenary
Groups create a still image that captures the overall aim of their piece.

Lesson 15: Genre and style
Success criteria

 f Justify how your practical work has been influenced by genre/style
 f Develop your scenes to bring out the intentions for each scene, explaining what 
the intention is and why you have chosen it

 f Evaluate how successfully your piece currently communicates your aims and 
intentions for the piece to your audience.

Aim = The overall aim of the piece
Intention = The intention of each scene 
and how this builds into the overall aim.

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Starter
As a class explore and develop a way to move from lying on your back on the floor 
to getting up – this must be in time and you must move in the exact same way.

You are not allowed to talk when exploring and developing, you must 
communicate through your rapport with each other. Consider:

 f How will you all know when to get up?
 f What is the timing?
 f What are the movements?
 f This should be choral and exact!

Main content
Question: How did you consider genre, structure, character, form, style, and 
language throughout the process? Bearing this question in mind, groups discuss 
style and by what they want to be influenced.

Groups are now to take one of the scenes that they have created so far and 
develop it by experimenting with style/genre. What happens if they completely 
flip the style? For example: if they have staged a scene stylised, they must 
experiment by making it completely naturalistic.

While they are rehearsing, remind them to think about the following:
 f Target audience? How are you catering for your audience and making your 
piece something with which they can connect?

 f Your aims and intentions: Aim: What you are trying to achieve with your play. 
Intention: What your intention for each scene is.

Allow rehearsal time in which they experiment with changing the style of a scene.

Plenary
Evaluation: Was the scene effective in a different style? Will they use anything 
from their exploration?

Lesson 16: Symbol
Success criteria

 f Explain and evaluate how you are using a variety of skills to bring out your 
chosen style and theme

 f Justify how symbol, metaphor and/or ritual is used within your piece in an 
imposing and purposeful way

 f Evaluate how successfully your piece currently communicates your aims and 
intentions for the piece to your audience.

Starter
Before the class enters, lay out various symbols around the classroom, such as a 
wedding ring, cross, pill bottle. When the class walk in ask them to walk around 
the room and discuss the different objects.

What could each object symbolise in a piece of theatre?

Main content: Symbol, metaphor, ritual
Introduce the idea of symbol, metaphor and ritual. These involve the use of 
objects, gestures or people to represent meanings beyond the literal.

 f Symbol: These have layers of meaning. Whereas an image has one meaning, a 
symbol often has many. Often the symbol is an object that signifies something 
much greater than its functional use. As an example, a key may represent both 
freedom and captivity.

 f Metaphor. This works in a similar way to a symbol, but on a more overarching 
scale; for example within Metamorphosis, the beetle is a metaphor for feeling 
oppressed.

 f Ritual: As in everyday life, ritual has its place in theatre. It can be used to build 
atmosphere and tension and give depth to your work.

In groups, they continue to rehearse their piece of theatre, considering the 
following:

 f Target audience? How are you catering for your audience and making your 
piece something that they can connect with?

 f Your aims and intentions: What skills are you using to achieve these?
 f Social, historical, cultural, political context: When is your play set? How does 
this affect blocking and technical decisions?

 f Symbol, Metaphor, Ritual: How can you use these elements in an imposing and 
purposeful way?

http://www.teaching-drama.co.uk
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Plenary
Each group explains and justifies how they are using symbol, metaphor and/or 
ritual.

Lesson 17: Rehearsal
Success criteria

 f Discuss how you will attain your aim through your piece
 f Rehearse your piece focusing on bringing out your aim to your audience
 f Evaluate how successfully your piece currently communicates your aims and 
intentions for the piece to your audience.

Starter
Group discussion: What was your initial aim? Has this changed? If so, how? Why?

Main content: Rehearsal
 f Run through all of the scenes they have created so far and decide on the 
intention for each scene. What do they want to evoke in the audience?

 f How do these scenes link into their overall theme?
 f How do these scenes link into their action/plot/content?
 f Rehearse and refine the piece of theatre that they have created.

Plenary
Groups answer the question: What were some of the significant moments during 
the development process and when rehearsing and refining your work?

Lesson 18: Dress and technical rehearsal
Success criteria

 f Development of devised performance during rehearsal, always linking to the 
theme and the impact on the audience

 f Analyse and evaluate during the devising process
 f Fully justify and develop your piece after evaluating.

Main content: Lighting and costume
Groups do a final run-through of their piece, using lighting and costume if 
appropriate and available. Following their final run-through, students should 
consider the following questions and ensure that they can answer them all:

 f What was your initial response to the stimuli and what were the intentions of 
the piece?

 f What work did your group do in order to explore the stimuli and start to create 
ideas for performance?

 f What were some of the significant moments during the development process 
and when rehearsing and refining your work?

 f How did you consider genre, structure, character, form, style, and language 
throughout the process?

 f How effective was your contribution to the final performance?
 f Were you successful in what you set out to achieve?

Plenary
Students discuss in their group anything that they need to improve in order to be 
ready for final performance.
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